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Introduction!!
This Premium TimeMaps unit on Classical India is a sequence of maps offering an overview of the 
history of the Indian subcontinent between 500 BCE and 500 CE.!!
The unit’s aim is to quickly and clearly show the main episodes and key developments in the 
history of classical Indian civilization. !!
For teachers of AP World History, the unit - including the maps and these accompanying teacher 
notes - provides comprehensive coverage of all the thinking skills, theme and key concepts 
relevant to this Period 2 topic.!!
How to use this unit!!
The unit can be used in two ways:!!
1. Whole-class presentation!!
and/or!!
2. Student-based enquiry work!!
Teachers may wish to use only one of these approaches. Alternatively they could use both, 
perhaps using (1) as a quick introduction, and then (2) for students to carry out a more in-depth 
enquiry using the student-based questions; or (if they feel their students can manage this) starting 
them off with (2), to allow them to find out for themselves what happened at this period, before 
using (1) as a reinforcement exercise.!!
How this unit fits in with other Premium TimeMaps units!!
This unit is relevant to the period of World History in which the great classical civilizations of 
antiquity - Greece, Rome, India, China - developed and reached maturity.!!
The unit starts at 500 BCE. For the earlier history of ancient India, including the Indus Valley 
civilization, is covered in the premium unit Ancient Civilizations.!!
This unit on Classical India can be used as a stand-alone unit. It can also be used in conjunction 
with the other units relating to this period. These are currently Classical China, Greece and Persia, 
and Ancient Rome. Doing this will provide superb opportunities to analyse the similarities and 
differences between the various civilizations, and to analyse this period of world history as a whole.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Section 1: Whole-class presentation notes!!
Using a projector/whiteboard system, you can show the map sequence to your class, talking 
through each map.!!
To help you do this, we have prepared accompanying Presentation Notes, which you can use as a 
script or an aide-memoire. !!
This activity could be used as a stand-alone exercise; or as an introduction to this period of world 
history; or as a wrap up/reinforcement exercise.!!
For each map, these notes mostly follow the same formula:!!
1. Date and introduction!
The date to which the map refers, followed by a small introductory paragraph which seeks to 
encapsulate in a sentence or two what’s going on in the map. These are in bold.!!
2. Bullet points!
One or more bullet points, covering different points of interest in the map, or in the period it covers.!!
3. Additional notes!
These give more in-depth support to the bullet points. !!
The information they contain may be superfluous to your needs, especially if you are covering a 
topic quickly. However, they are included it so that more in-depth information is there for you if you 
want it. !!
In these notes, some key words or phrases are in bold; these are often referencing points covered 
in the AP World History document, but they are also there to help you see at a glance the key 
points in a paragraph.!!
We suggest that, prior to using the Presentation with your class, you go through these additional 
notes and highlight sections you wish to use.!!
4. Questions!
The notes for several of the maps are followed by one or more suggested questions. They are 
designed to be tackled as part of the Presentation, and as a class activity. !!
They are not core parts of the notes, but their aim is to break the Presentation up, give them the 
opportunity to engage with the subject and encourage them to think.!!
They are aimed either at reinforcing points made in the Presentation, or at provoking discussion; 
they do not necessarily have a “correct” answer.!!
Some (though not all) of the questions will work just as well if used as reinforcement exercises at 
the end of the Presentation.!!!!!!!!!
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Presentation Notes!!
If using these in class it might be helpful to print these notes out. !!
The history of India up to 600 BCE should be briefly reviewed. In particular, students should be 
reminded of the following points:!!
1. Northwest India was the location of one of the earliest civilizations in world history - the Indus 
Valley civilization (flourished c. 2700 to 1800 BCE). !!
2. Since this civilization vanished, a people originally from central Asia have spread across the 
northern part of the Indian subcontinent. They are the Aryans, a branch of the Indo-European 
speaking peoples, which also included such contemporary peoples as the Iranians, Greeks, 
Romans and Celts. !!
3. Aryan religion is closely related to the religions of the Iranians, Greeks and Germanic peoples. It 
is polytheistic (based on the worship of many gods and goddesses).!!
4. The Aryans had imposed a caste structure on the peoples they had conquered, dividing society 
into different hereditary groups, which are not allowed to intermarry, or indeed mix socially, with 
each other. From the top these groups are:!
• the priests (Brahmins)!
• the warrior aristocrats (Kshatriyas) !
• the mass of ordinary Aryans - farmers, craftsmen and traders (Vaishyas). !
• At the base of Aryan society are those confined to menial roles such as labourers and servants 

(Shudras)!!
Outside the caste system - and therefore Aryan society - altogether are the outcastes. These are 
not really regarded as being fully human. They live on the margins of society, undertaking filthy and 
degrading tasks such as the collection of refuse and handling of dead bodies. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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500 BCE: Northern India is experiencing large-scale changes at this time.!!
Quick Points:!
• This Aryan-dominated society of northern India is experiencing a period of change (1).!
• This has created religious unrest (2).!
• Central and southern India are home to the Dravidian peoples: hunter-gatherers, pastoralists and 

farmers (3).!!
Additional notes:!!
1. Changes in Aryan society!
Over the last few centuries, with the spread of iron-using techniques from the Middle East, Aryan-
dominated tribes have been settling the Ganges plain, turning the thick forests and swampy terrain 
of the region into highly productive farmland. This in turn is raising population levels.!!
More recently, trade has expanded, both within northern India itself and with regions beyond. 
Trade with the great civilizations of the Middle East have become particularly important, and new 
ideas and skills have come into northern India along this channel. Most notably, literacy had been 
imported. The Sanskrit alphabet is developed sometime in these centuries, and is based on the 
Aramaic alphabet of the Assyrian and Babylonian empires.!!
The expansion of trade is leading to the rise of towns. In them, new social groups are appearing - 
merchants and craftsmen. !!
Some of these towns are the capital cities of new states, which are now evolving from the old 
tribes. Most of these are Kingdoms, ruled by hereditary monarchies. Some, however, are ruled by 
oligarchies of warrior aristocrats, and modern scholars have sometimes viewed them as 
republics.!!
2. Religious unrest!
The growing urban classes do not fit easily into the traditional Aryan social system. They feel 
excluded and disparaged by the priestly and warrior classes. They are increasingly dissatisfied 
with traditional Aryan religion, based on the worship of many gods, which the brahmins dominate.!
This period sees new religious movements appearing. Most notable of these are Buddhism and 
Jainism.!!
3. Central and southern India!
These regions are covered by mountains, forests and deserts. They are home to non-Aryans of the 
Dravidian family of peoples. Some of these groups are hunter-gatherers, some are pastoralists 
and some are farmers. They live in small settlements - farming villages or temporary 
encampments - and there are no towns and cities here. Literacy is also absent, and iron tools are 
only now beginning to replace Stone Age technology.!!!
Possible question:!
Why has urban, literate civilization emerged again in the Indian subcontinent?!!
Answer:!
• iron farming implements,!
• creating highly productive farmland in Ganges plain;!
• growing trade, especially with the Middle East,!
• leading to rise of towns,!
• and along which passes literacy, based on the Aramaic alphabet.!!!!
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400 BCE: This period sees the rise of new religions in India - Buddhism and Jainism.!!
• The most successful of the Aryan states is the kingdom of Magadha. This has expanded its 

territory by conquering some of its neighbours (1).!!
• New religious movements are spreading throughout Aryan India - Buddhism and Jainism (2).!!
Additional notes:!!
The most successful of the Aryan states is the kingdom of Magadha. This has expanded its 
territory by conquering some of its neighbours.!!
1. The Kingdom of Magadha!
The states which lie on the frontiers of the Aryan world of northern India are regarded as semi-
barbarian by the inhabitants of the central states. This is because they have large populations of 
non-Aryans within them.!!
The kingdom of Magadha, although not situated on the frontiers, is located in the southern Ganges 
plain, which is still covered by large stretches of swamp and forest. Many of its inhabitants are from 
earlier, pre-Aryan times, and not yet properly assimilated into Aryan society. Magadha, too, is 
therefore not regarded as a true Aryan kingdom. It is, however, the most successful of all states in 
expanding its borders.!!
2. New religions!
Buddhism is founded by Gautama Siddhartha (the Buddha, c. 563-483 BCE). He teaches his 
followers to look beyond the material world and renounce its seductive appeals to luxury, status 
and wealth, which could only bring suffering. Instead, seek release by following right thinking and 
mindfulness.!!
Jainism is founded by Mahavira (c. 540-468 BCE), who teaches non-violence against all living 
creatures and (similarly to Buddhism, but more extreme) the renunciation of bodily pleasures and 
worldly ambitions.!!
Both these teachers collected a group of disciples around them to pass on their teaching to future 
generations. Most of these disciples came either from the warrior class or the new urban elite of 
merchants.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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323 BCE: Alexander the Great invades northern India.!!
• Alexander the Great, king of Macedon and ruler of most of Greece, invades India, conquering the 

north-west and introducing Greek culture to northern India (1).!!
• To the east, a kingdom called Magadha, now under the Nanda dynasty, has been expanding (2). !!!
Additional notes:!!
1. Alexander the Great!
This is an event of far-reaching importance for India.!!
Alexander the Great was the young king of Macedonia, a kingdom to the north of Greece. His 
father had made himself the master of all Greece, and Alexander inherited that position. He then 
led a large army of Macedonians and Greeks in conquering the Persian empire.!!
After completing this conquest, he invaded India in 327/6 BCE. He marched further and further into 
the subcontinent, crossing the river Indus. However, his army eventually mutinied at being so far 
from home, and forced him to turn back. !!
The north-western parts of sub-continent (more or less today’s Pakistan) has been incorporated 
into his huge empire. Here, Alexander has founded numerous settlements, populated by the Greek 
and Macedonian veterans of Alexander’s army. They model their colonies on the Greek cities of 
their homeland.!!
2. The Nanda empire!
The most successful of the Aryan states has been the kingdom of Magadha, which has expanded 
by conquering many of its neighbours. It is ruled by kings of the Nanda dynasty. Besides pushing 
out the kingdom’s borders dramatically, they have centralised government more firmly under royal 
control.!!!
Possible question:!
What impact do you think Alexander the Great’s invasion of India will have on the subcontinent?!!
Obviously students won’t know the impact yet; the idea of this question is to get them thinking. 
Their suggestions might range from something like,  “Very little, he left so soon that nothing 
permanent could have been left behind”, to, “A lot: the introduction of a foreign, Greek culture into 
India, with its differences in art, architecture, philosophy and religion, will have had a huge 
influence.”!
The real answer, as the following maps and information will reveal, was somewhere between these 
two: Greek influences did affect art and architecture, but seem to have had little impact on 
philosophy or religion.!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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297 BCE: The huge Mauryan empire now covers all northern India.!!
• Having returned to Babylon, Alexander died unexpectedly in 323 BCE. His empire immediately  

fragmented into several powerful kingdoms. The easternmost of these is the Seleucid kingdom 
(1).!!

• In India, a man called Chandragupta Maurya has seized the throne in Magadha, and has 
expanded its borders much further (2).!!

• In 303 BCE Chandragupta defeated the Seleucid kingdom, which ceded all territories east of the 
Hindu Kush mountains to him. He thus gained control of the whole of northern India (3).!!

Additional notes:!!
1. Alexander’s successors!
In the years after Alexander’s death, his enormous empire was divided up amongst his 
generals. These fought each other for many years. One of these generals, a man called Seleucus, 
seized the eastern provinces of Alexander’s empire, including those in northwest India. He thus 
founded the powerful Seleucid empire (1).!!
2. Chandragupta Maurya!
Chandragupta Maurya was a man of obscure birth who seized the throne of Magadha from the 
last Nanda king. He thus founded one of Indian history’s greatest dynasties, the Maurya.!!
Building on the foundations laid by the Nanda, Chandragupta centralized Magadha’s government 
further, appointed able ministers and officials to serve him, enlarged his army and gathered as 
much intelligence as he could by means of an efficient spy network.!!
In these policies Chandragupta was ably assisted by his chief minister, Kautilya (who may in fact 
have been the driving force behind these policies).!!
3. Chandragupta and Seleucus!
The Hindu Kush mountains are the natural boundaries of the Indian sub-continent in the northwest. !!
Chandragupta gained such a huge amount of territory not just by war, but also by diplomacy. 
Chandragupta is said to have given Seleucus 500 war elephants. Elephants thereafter became an 
important part of the armies of Greek and Macedonian kings.!!!
Possible activity:!
From the information above and that on previous maps, list the reasons for the rise of the Mauryan 
empire.!!
Answers should cover the information on this and the previous maps, going back into Magadha’s 
history. They could include !
Possibly Magadha’s position in an “under-developed” area, making for a tough people; !
Vigorous rulers (the Nanda; Chandragupta);!
Centralised power, large armies, good intelligence, diplomacy (Chandragupta, Kautilya)!!!!!!!!!
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232 BCE: The huge Mauryan empire now covers much of the subcontinent.!!
• The Maurya empire has expanded further, and is now one of the greatest empires of Antiquity 

(1).!!
• The empire is now ruled by one of the most extraordinary figures in world history, the Buddhist 

king Asoka (2).!!
• Under the Maurya, central India is being incorporated into the Aryan culture area (3).!!
• An independent Indo-Greek kingdom has appeared in Bactria (4).!!
Additional notes:!!
1. Maurya expansion!
Little is known of the reign of Chandragupta’s son, Bindusara (297-272), but the Maurya’s empire-
building seems to have continued. By the end of his reign most of central India had been 
conquered. The Mauryan throne then passed to Bindusara’s son, Asoka (reigned 268-232 BCE).  
In 261 Asoka conquered Kalinga, one of the few remaining areas of northern India hitherto beyond 
Mauryan rule.!!
2. Asoka!
The heavy casualties of the conquest of Kalinga (over 100,000 people were said to have died, and 
a further 150,000 had their homes destroyed) led Asoka to undergo a profound personal change. 
He became a devout Buddhist, and, renouncing warfare, he set about governing as a benevolent 
ruler. He is now considered one of the most remarkable figures in world history.!!
3. Central India!
The Maurya have founded new cities in central India, and have built a network of roads across 
their empire in order to keep it under their control more easily. These roads also encourage trade, 
and along with trade, cultural influences pass from northern to central India. Literacy, town life, 
early Hinduism (and with it, caste divisions), Buddhism, Jainism - all flow down into this new 
frontier of Aryan civilization.!!
4. The Indo-Greek kingdom of Bactria!
While the Mauryan empire has been expanding and flourishing, in north-west India a part of the 
kingdom of Seleucus has broken away to form the independent, Greek-ruled kingdom of Bactria.!!!
Possible discussion:!
The Maurya empire is often regarded as one of the major empires of antiquity. Is this justified, do 
you think? If so, on what basis? Do you have enough information yet?!!
No correct answers. It was large; it had a great deal of impact on India - at least on central India. 
But to really have a big impact it would have to endure a long time - will it?!!!!!!!!!!!!
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140 BCE: The Mauryan empire has declines, and has fragmented into several large states.!!
After Asoka’s death in 232 BCE, the Mauryan empire went into decline. Asoka’s successors seem 
to have been mediocre rulers, unable to hold such a huge state together. Major portions of the 
empire have broken away to form independent states.!!
Additional notes:!
The main political divisions are:!
• The central Indian kingdom ruled by the Satavahana dynasty. Its kings are generally Hindus by 

religion, but they also patronised Buddhism. This can be seen most clearly in the series of 
Buddhist cave-temples of Ajanta. In the economic field, the Satavahana kings promote the 
long-distance Indian Ocean trade with the Middle East. The Satavahana kingdom has also 
seen a big expansion in the regional trade which connects northern and central India with the 
south. From all this trade the kings draw much of their revenue.!

• Kalinga is a major Hindu kingdom in the east. !
• Numerous small kingdoms, and even some republics, have sprung up in northern India.!
• The Indo-Greek kingdom of Bactria greatly expanded its territory, and even after it broke up into 

a number of kingdoms, the Indo-Greek area has continued to expand. Their kings tend to lean 
toward Buddhism, which flourishes in this part of the sub-continent. A cultural fusion of Indian, 
Persian and Greek elements is emerging here. !

• A nomadic group, the Scythians (known in Indian history as the Saka), have established a 
kingdom in the extreme north-west of the Indian subcontinent after having been driven from their 
central Asian homeland by upheavals in the steppes.  !

• Finally, in c. 185 BCE, the Mauryan dynasty itself was ousted, and replaced by the Shanga 
dynasty.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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30 BCE: The Saka empire now covers much of northern India.!!
• The Saka have expanded their power into central India (1). !!
• Aryan civilization is now expanding into southern India (2).!!
• Sri Lanka has become a unified kingdom (3).!!
Additional notes:!!
1. The Saka!
The Saka have expanded their power deep into central India to form a large empire. All the Indo-
Greek kingdoms have been conquered by them, plus many small Indian kingdoms in the north, 
and the kingdom of Satavahana is experiencing severe pressure from Saka attacks.!!
2. Southern India!
In the south of India, the expansion of overland trade with central and northern India is spreading 
Hindu civilization; and the flourishing maritime trade of the Indian Ocean has brought new wealth 
to the region. Towns and cities have appeared: literacy and urban lifestyles have taken rot, and 
Hindu, Buddhist, Jain missionaries have all been active, winning converts and setting up 
monasteries. Centralised kingdoms are emerging in place of tribal societies.!!
3. Sri Lanka!
In the island of Sri Lanka, a unified kingdom has appeared, based on the magnificent city of 
Anuradhapura. The kingdom is under a line of Buddhist kings who claim descent from Aryan 
immigrants from northern India. Their kingdom is noteworthy for the development of a huge and 
efficient irrigation system which allows a flourishing agriculture to develop in the arid hinterland of 
the island.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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150 CE: The Saka empire has been replaced with the Kushana empire as the dominant 
power in Northern India.!!
• The Kushana are another people from central Asia who have created a powerful empire in 

northern India (1).!!
• The Kushana empire is a stronghold of Buddhism, sending missionaries along the Silk Road to 

Parthia, in the west, and China, in the east (2).!!
• In Northwest India the mingling of Greek, Persian and Indian elements has given rise to 

Gandhara art (3).!!
Additional notes:!!
1. The Kushana!
Another nomadic group from the steppes of central Asia, the Yuezhi, invaded the Saka empire in 
the early 1st century CE, after coming under the leadership of one of their clans, the Kushana. 
Before long they had conquered most of the Saka empire.!!
The Saka were confined to just a fraction of their former empire, in western India. Here their kings 
have taken the title of “Satrap”, a Persian title for provincial governor. This is perhaps because they 
are, in theory at least, subservient to the Kushana rulers. The Saka are thus often called the 
“Western Satraps” by historians.!!
The weakening of Saka power has led to the revival of the Satavahana kingdom to become again 
the leading state in central India.!!
Most of the rest of India is now covered by numerous small states. Many of these barely figure in 
the evidence we have for the period. Some are under Buddhist rulers, others are under Hindus; 
and many rulers patronize both religions.!!
2. Buddhist missions!
Under the most famous of the Kushana kings, Kanishka (reigned c. 78-144 CE), the Kushana 
empire became a centre of missionary activity. With their central Asian provinces of the empire 
straddling the great trade route known as the Silk Road, the Kushana missions are well placed to 
take their message far and wide in Eurasia. !!
Their missions to Parthia, in the west, led to the establishment of small groups of Buddhists there; 
in the east, however, their missions would have momentous consequences. Buddhism would soon 
become one of the leading religions in China, and from there it later would spread to Korea, 
Japan and other countries in East Asia.!!
3. Gandhara art!
The Kushana period marked the high point of Gandhara art. This is Buddhist in its religious 
expression, and beautiful fuses Greek, Persian and Indian into a single art style. It will have a huge 
influence on later Indian, Persian and even Chinese art.!!!!!!!!!!!
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250 CE: This period has seen the decline and fall of the Kushana empire.!!
• The Kushana empire disintegrated in the early 3rd century CE, and after 225 a revived Persian 

empire under the Sasanid dynasty conquered north-western India.!!
• Another state to have vanished in this period is the kingdom of Satavahana. On the other hand, 

two dynasties have come to power which will dominate its history for the next two centuries or 
more. The Gupta dynasty reigns in the historic kingdom of Magadha, while the Vakataka 
dynasty rules a kingdom in central India.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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380 CE: The Gupta empire now dominates northern India, and it is closely linked to the 
Vakataka kingdom, which dominates central India.!!
• Under the Gupta dynasty, the kingdom of Magadha has again expanded to become a major 

empire (1).!!
• The Gupta empire, like other large kingdoms in ancient India, is essentially a confederation of 

kingdoms under the overlordship of a single great monarch (2).!!
• The Gupta period is the high point of classical Indian civilization, a time of unsurpassed 

achievement in mathematics, astronomy, medicine, literature and sculpture (3).!!
Additional notes:!!
1. The Gupta dynasty!
The Gupta dynasty has seen a succession of able and warlike kings conquer a huge area of 
northern India. Their power is augmented by the rise of the Vakataka dynasty in central India, to 
whom the Gupta are closely related by marriage ties. The two dynasties have a long-standing 
alliance, with the Vakataka taking a subordinate role.!!
Southern and eastern India remains mostly outside the reach of Gupta power.!!
2. A confederation of kingdoms!
The Gupta empire, like other large kingdoms in ancient India, consists of a central core ruled 
directly by the emperor and his officials. This area is surrounded by a large number of tributary 
kingdoms whose rulers owe duty to the Gupta emperor as their overlord. !!
These subordinate kings remain loyal while a strong king sits unchallenged in the Gupta throne, 
but they have a tendency to try and break away from Gupta rule when one emperor dies and a 
new, untested one comes to the throne. The beginning of most of the reigns of the Gupta emperors 
is therefore marked by a period of instability. !!
Fortunately for the Guptas, until the mid-5th century their emperors are equal to the challenge of 
putting these rebellions down and imposing their authority.!!
3. The High point of classical Indian civilization!
It is at this time that Indian mathematicians develop the concept of zero. Other advances were 
made in astronomy, with scientists worked out that the world was a sphere and that it rotated 
round the sun, centuries before the west. in medicine, where a great synthesis of medical 
practices was written down. The playwright Kalidisa brought classical Indian literature to its 
highest peak, and Indian sculpture, drwiang on influences from Gandarha art, was brought to its 
finest beauty. !!
Although the Gupta are Hindu by religion, art and architecture continue to serve all three religions 
of the subcontinent, Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism.  !!!
Possible question:!
From this description of the Gupta empire, what were its strengths - and what its weaknesses? !!
Strengths - vigorous kings, alliance with Vatakatas!
Weaknesses - its organization into tributary kingdoms made it easy for subordinate rulers to break 
away; the empire is only stable while a vigorous king is on the throne; there is a tendency towards 
instability at times of succession from one king to another.!!!
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After the Presentation:!!
The questions in the Presentation notes will work just as well if used as a reinforcement exercise at 
the end of the Presentation, or indeed as student-based tasks.!!
Here is a quick Quiz:!!
The answers are given in (Italics).!!
1. What were the people called who entered and spread across northern India in the millennium 

before 500 BCE? (Aryans)!
2. What broad social groups was classical Indian society divided into? (Castes)!
3. Name one of the religions which was founded in India in c. 500 BCE? (Buddhism or Jainism)!
4. Who invaded northwest India in the late 4th century BCE? (Alexander the Great - Macedonians 

and Greeks would also do)!
5. Which kingdom expanded to become the Mauryan empire? (Magadha)!
6. Which of the Mauryan rulers is widely considered one of the most remarkable figures in 

history? (Asoka)!
7. From which region of the Eurasia did the Saka (Scythians) and Kushana originally come? 

(Central Asia)!
8. The Kushana empire was a major missionary centre of which religion (Buddhism)!
9. What was the name of the great trade route which crossed central Asia, along which 

missionaries travelled to other regions? (The Silk Road)!
10. Gandhara art as a fusion of Indian, Persian and which styles? (Greek)!
11. Trade across which ocean boosted the wealth of central and south India? (Indian Ocean)!
12. Which kingdom expanded to become the Gupta empire? (Maghada)!
13. Which mathematical discovery occurred in India at around the time of the Gupta empire? (Zero, 

the decimal system)!
14. What people from central Asia helped to undermine the power of the Gupta rulers? (White 

Huns)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Section 2: Student-based enquiry work!!!
The students can tackle the task either as individuals or in small groups. They will obviously need 
to have access to this Premium TimeMap unit Classical India.!!
They can present their answers in essay form or as presentations.!!
The questions are designed to stimulate enquiry, thought and discussion. We have offered 
suggested points that students might cover in their answers. These are given in italics just below 
the questions.!!
For teachers of AP World History, between them these questions address two of the five thinking 
skills and three of the four themes.!!
Activities:!!
Look at the maps in the unit Classical India, and read the information attached to each. As you do 
this, take notes, focussing on issues below. Note when and where events happen; why they 
happen; and what changes as a result of them happening.!!
The environment: new land brought into farming; cities; trade networks.!!
Belief systems: new beliefs; relations between belief systems; spread, contraction and evolution 
of belief systems; their impact on society.!!
Artistic expressions: - art, architecture, literature - key developments in these; influences from 
previous cultures of contemporary cultures in different parts of the world.!!
States: developments in government, administration, legal systems, military institutions, diplomatic 
exchanges; reasons for decline and collapse.!!
Economy: trade, distinguishing between short- and long-distant trade; trade’s impact on economy, 
technology, society, states, art, belief systems, spread of cops and diseases etc; industry; 
technology; integration (roads, canals); intensification of agriculture and/or craft production.!!
Society: population growth or decline; social classes and labour groups; settlements, especially 
cities; gender or family relationships.!!!
Then answer the following question:!!
1. What were the long-term trends in Classical Indian history? !
Give instances of the interaction between them.!!
The following trends could be included: !
• cultural and technological influences from abroad - the Middle East (iron; trade and its impact - 

Aramaic script, rise of cities), the Greeks (art and culture - the Gandhara culture); !
• the spread of Aryan civilization southwards; !
• the rise and spread of Buddhism; !
• invasions from central Asia (Alexander, Scythians, Kushana, Huns); !
• the rise and fall of numerous kingdoms, including extensive empires (Maurya, Gupta). !!
There are many instances of interaction, but some are; !
• invasions influencing Indian art; !
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• Indian belief-system (Buddhism) influencing invaders (Greeks, Kushana); !
• economic developments (trade) influencing settlement patterns (cities) and belief systems (by 

encouraging rise of Buddhism and Jainism).!!
(AP world history coverage - Thinking skills 2: Chronological reasoning: causation, continuity and 
change; All five themes)!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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APPENDICES!!
Appendix 1: TimeMaps articles for further reading!!
A list of all TimeMaps articles for Period 2 can be found on the Encyclopedia home page. Here is a 
selected list of the key articles which students should find most helpful.!!
Ancient India - an overview of Indian civilization in ancient times!!
Classical India - a survey of Indian history from c. 700 BCE to 400 BCE!!
The Mauryan Empire - a survey of the rise and fall of this great empre, c. 4000 BCE to 100 BCE!!
Gandharan India - a look at the rise and influence of the Indo-Greek culture of northwest India!!
The Deccan Empires - covers the most powerful states of central India, both in the ancient and 
medieval periods!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Appendix 2: Using the Classical India unit with AP World History!!
The teachers notes and student activities which accompany this TimeMap presentation offer 
challenges which cover one of the four Thinking Skills and all five Themes.!!
The Key Concepts covered in this unit are as follows:!!
Key Concepts:!!
2. I. Belief systems and artistic expression!!
I. B: Vedic religion!!
II. A: Buddhism!!
V. A: Indian epics!
    B: India!
    C: convergence of Greco-Roman culture and Buddhist beliefs!!
2.2. The Development of States and Empires!!
I: South Asia: Maurya and Gupta Empires!!
II. A: South Asia!
    B: Diplomacy; Roads!
    C: Roads, currencies.!!
III. B: Caste groups.!
     C: Tribute!!
IV. B: Between the Gupta and the White Huns!!
Key Concept 2.3. Transregional Networks of Communication and Exchange!!
I. A: Eurasian Silk Roads; Indian Ocean sea lanes!!
III. C: Hinduism; Buddhism!!!
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